
Chinese Strategic Intelligence
Ancient wisdom for Security and Defense professionals 

China can be a great source for seeking knowledge on a given subject. To exemplify this perspective, we can 
analyze the meaning of the expression DEPAYSEMENT, by the French François Laplantine, Professor at the 
University Lumière Lyon 2, which means the perplexity caused by the encounter of cultures that are, for us, 
the most distant, leading to a change in the look that you had about yourself. Trapped in a single culture, we 
are not just blind to others, but myopic when it comes to ours.

Therefore, the idea is not to resort to certain aspects of Chinese culture due to a fascination with longevity or a 
taste for exoticism, but the choice for Chinese culture is, above all, strategic.

The Chinese Strategic Intelligence represented here is manifested through the Ving Tsun System, a traditional 
Chinese strategic intelligence system. Founded in the 18th century by Master Yim Ving Tsun, from the martial 
arts heritage of the renowned Shaolin Monastery, being influenced by the Chinese Classical Strategic Thought 
(developed in the Warring States Period 475-221 B.C). The Ving Tsun System was recognized by the Chinese 
government as Intangible Cultural Heritage, based on the UNESCO program.

For many people, the subject of strategic intelligence is not only complex, but also controversial. What is 
considered "strategic intelligence" for some, can be labeled as "espionage" for others. Furthermore, it is not 
clear to many scholars the difference between strategic intelligence and tactical intelligence. Even for some 
who understand the difference, they may not agree on where the dividing line between the two should be 
drawn. 
 

This wisdom developed thousands of years and over many wars, combined with notions propagated by 
several strategists of antiquity, such as Sun Tzu in his book "The Art of War" that conceives victory even 
before the beginning of the struggle, has in the development the basis of access to this legacy, which is not 
expressed exclusively in hand-to-hand combat, and can be used in various activities in the areas of Security 
and Defense, making it possible to provide mobilizing experiences, inviting analysis and reflection, stimulating 
invaluable insights to today's challenges.

Then, Chinese Strategic Intelligence is characterized by the ability to anticipate and explore, with wisdom, a 
potential benefit to be offered by a situation. Classical Chinese strategy does not separate theory from 
practice, so that the term “strategy” identifies with the meaning given by the Houaiss Dictionary: “the art of 
effectively applying the resources at hand or explaining the favorable conditions that enjoyment, aiming to 
reach certain objectives. "
 

 



Since 1999, I have been promoting "on demand" studies on the cultivation of Chinese Strategic Intelligence 
(the ability to anticipate and explore, with wisdom, a potential benefit to be offered by a situation), through the 
Ving Tsun System, for these segments.

In addition to training, I work as a consultant for Private Security professionals, always using Chinese wisdom 
to help them, when necessary, to lead in an adaptive, situational or strategic way.

 Due to the work with these segments, I wrote articles for the Jornal da Segurança and for Doutrina Militar 
Terrestre em Revista (publication of the Command of Land Operations (COTER), through the Doctrine Center 
of the Brazilian Army), I was invited to participate in programs in the written/television press (VEJA Magazine, 
Jornal da Record and Esporte Espetacular on Globo TV).

Born in Rio de Janeiro, I obtained my knowledge in Chinese Strategic Intelligence, when I was qualified as 
Master of Martial Art Ving Tsun (Chinese strategic intelligence system based on human development), being a 
first-generation disciple of Grand Master Leo Imamura and second generation of Patriarch Moy Yat. In order to 
improve my knowledge, I was in China and in countries on the American and European continents.

I have a degree in Private Security Management, I have taken tactical courses and I have always been 
participating in several activities aiming to be updated with innovations of national and international scope on 
matters pertinent to Security and Defense, through renowned specialists with extensive experience.

Throughout my career, I have taught seminars and lectures to Private Security professionals, I have taught 
instructions to elite operators (Commandos and Special Forces of the Brazilian Army, Marine Amphibious 
Commandos of the Brazilian Navy, BOPE policemen of the Military Police of the State of Rio de Janeiro - 
Brazil, among others) and contributed to the training of Brazilian military personnel for United Nations 
Peacekeeping Operations.
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Every day in the morning, a huge contingent of warriors put on their combat suits and go out to their 
contemporary battles. Men and Women dressed for corporate struggle wear impenetrable personalities, armor 
designed for infallibility and victory in the face of challenges that come in different forms: maintaining attention 
and anticipating possible critical moments; to have resilience to return to normal after a difficult event; to adapt 
appropriately to demands of different natures; dealing with situations involving self defense; knowing how to 
work as a team in the face of cultural diversity; being able to lead with limited time and resources; among 
others.

  Realizing this, I have been acting "on demand" developing systematic mobilizing experience programs for 
many Private Security professionals, aiming to serve as an additional tool to assist them in improving strategic 
behavior, through their human qualities, responsible for making the interface between technical knowledge 
and experienced situations. More than transmitting something new, the focus is to encourage them to better 
explore what they already know.

Corporate Challenges

The compliance with the rules of engagement and gradual use of force, in the asymmetric nature of current 
conflicts, can be a major challenge for many professionals in the areas of Security and Defense, especially 
when body contact with an aggressor is necessary.
 
More than a physical or technical issue, Self Defense involves Strategic Intelligence (the ability to wisely 
anticipate and explore a potential benefit to be offered by a situation, according to Classic Chinese Strategic 
Thinking).
 
So, I prepare “on demand” studies for people working in these sectors, aiming to adapt the Chinese Strategic 
Intelligence, through the Ving Tsun System, so that it can serve as another option to respond to adversities of 
this nature.
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